by Conny Valentina
Conny Valentina is one of our “down under” GK sisters and living in Adelaide, Australia.
She is an artist by trade and works mainly in 2D art, always in traditional media. She
started out working on magazine covers and interiors in the sci-fi industry and gradually
moved to the pin-ups which have kept her busy for the last few years.
“Lately I have been putting aside any large paintings and cover work for my love of
portraiture,” she says, “and, quite honestly, it has slowly become a bit of an obsession. I
am addicted to what I do, starting early in the morning and retiring late in the evening, but
it never feels like work. I am blessed to be able to do this for a living and even more so for
all the amazing support and love I have received over the years.”

Conny is currently putting together a collection for a portrait art book that will see print
later this year. Her versatility is obvious in the varied subjects and styles represented in
her works. Black Heart is very pleased to have Conny demonstrate that versatility in 3D
with this article on finishing our life-sized Bride of Frankenstein bust.
Thanks, Conny, for making Black Heart look good.

It has been five years since I last painted a kit, but, like most kit addicts, that didn’t stop me from buying more and adding to the pile in the
hope that one day I would get back into it. Black Heart’s Bride of Frankenstein has gotten me out of retirement. What a kit to start with!
First, I have to say I love the Bride more than anyone should be allowed to love a re-animated woman. I have
painted her portrait a few times and have collected statues of her. If I didn’t have this kit in my hands, it
would undoubtedly be the grail of all grails for me. The casting is gorgeous and Jeff Yagher’s sculpting on the
likeness is spot on. When I took a photo of it just before starting the painting process, I thought the sculpture
was so good that it was almost a shame to paint it!
I wanted to do this project with the tools I normally work with as a 2D artist. I wanted to show people who
haven’t painted kits before that you really don’t have to stick with the normal tools of the trade (airbrush,
resin kit paints). You can really use anything that a normal artist would use on canvas or board. Since it has
been so long since I have painted a kit, I don’t have any of the tools of the trade currently. So, this was a fun
experiment for me!
I wanted the colours to
resemble the painting I
did in watercolours.
That meant it would
need to be bright;
priming the kit in white
was the only way to go. If you prime in greys the
colours aren’t as vibrant, which is great for some
finishes, but not for something I wanted to be really
colourful.
Starting with the base I went in with Holbein
watercolours. I used blue hues to begin with, allowed
them to dry, and then, using a sponge, rubbed the
colour back gently so that only a shadow remained.
The technique is a very old one called “antiquing”, and
it is great for anyone not using an airbrush. I added a
yellow stain and rubbed that back with a damp
sponge. then finally went in with a dirty purple. Then I
went over the whole thing in watered down white
acrylic to make the whole base come together and
look smoother.

I painted the hand in pale yellow acrylic, allowed
it to dry and then painted over that in a dark
sienna watercolour. This had to dry and then
with a damp sponge I went in and wiped off the
sienna until I was left with what you see in the
photos.
Again the “antiquing” application is making the
piece look like a painting, something I really
wanted to create with the 3D sculpt. Once any
section is “finished”, it is important to go back in
and retouch whatever each finished part is
touching. So, for instance, once the arm was
finished, I went back and added even darker
purples to the surrounding white material so that
the hand felt like it was really nestled in there. If
the material is too white, it will look fake.
Strange, I know, but normally realistic rules don’t
tend to apply to painting; reality needs to be enhanced and pushed to its limits. So, even though in real life this makes no sense, the eyes
need to be fooled, and extreme unreal measures need to be taken when making these decisions. From a 2D artist’s perspective, it’s always
about fooling the eye.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I know most people start with the face, and I do, too, on most occasions, but because there is so much hair, and the antiquing finish is being
applied here again (which is very messy), I needed to start with the hair. I didn’t want to wreck any work done on the face. I started with a
pale orange/red acrylic. Great thing is, because I am painting it all with a brush, normally, the acrylic paint needs two coats to even things
out, but with antiquing, it helps to have some uneven surfaces to shine through once the darker colour is rubbed off. So, only one coat of
red is necessary. Once that was dry, I applied a very dark brown watercolour over the top and needed to use a hairdryer to get it to dry as
the weather is so cold here at the moment that nothing was drying properly. Now given that her hair is the biggest part of this kit, doing
this technique requires a lot of cleaning of the sponge to make sure you aren’t just moving the dark brown around rather than removing it.
I think I washed out the sponge at least 6 times.

I went over her white streaks as well. I feel that, again, this is about fooling the eye
rather than reality. If I left it completely white (as it would be on a human) it would
actually look a little too stark and fake. But going over it in the same brown allows it to
blend in with the rest of the hair while we can still see that it is a white streak (even
though it no longer is, but the eye thinks it is).
In the movie, the Bride is shocked by what she has become. I wanted her face to
register that shock. So, I placed the iris a little lower to show the whites slightly at the
top of her eye. If placed with the white part of the eye showing at the bottom, she
would look too relaxed, and the Bride at that moment in the film was far from that.

I painted the white part first and added many different layers of watercolour until I was happy with how it looked and then added acrylic
white (watered down) over the top of that to blend the colours nicely. Then, I drew in the irises and, again, worked with watercolours,
starting with the lightest shade (the yellow) until I got the colour I wanted.
Because I envision her skin as bruised, I added a lot of purples, hot pinks and blues to the
face. And, again, I did something that makes no sense in reality, but makes sense to the
eye: I carried that colour into the hair as well, just at the base. That allows the entire area
to look like it is smoothly transitioning rather than being too stark. When you look at a
person’s hairline, it is never solid, in fact the wisps of hair mixing with skin do look like
they are forming a third colour on the face, so be it a kit or a painting, never leave that
edge stark. Always fool the eye with colour added to that line. The same applies to the lips
and eyebrows (more on the eyebrows in a moment). When colouring lips, always be wary
of the outer line. If it is too stark, it will again look fake even though in real life it makes
perfect sense. So I used a dirty pink watercolour and traced around the outside of the red
lips so it didn’t look too strange.
The last part is the eyebrows. Again, this is something that can make a face or break it. In
fact whenever I have painted kits in the past, I have always removed the sculpted brows
and then painted in my own. Nothing can wreck a beautiful face quicker than badly
sculpted eyebrows that are painted over.
Never draw a solid line for brows. They aren’t solid in life and they shouldn’t
be in the painting. Lay down the shape of the brow in a tone a couple of
shades darker than the skin. Then use a very fine brush and put in the brows
in a shade slightly darker than the one underneath. Keep building it like that
until you have the right shade. (This is important: if you have a woman with
black hair, I know it doesn’t seem correct, but never do black eyebrows; it will
always look too harsh. Grey tones are the best.) Once you have them in, do a
dark line on the bottom line of the brows as that is where the brow is darkest,
while the top line is lightest.
I know that seems like an inordinate amount of time spent on brows but I have
seen so many amazing kit builders do everything great until they get to a
woman’s face and then proceed to paint it the same way they would paint
male faces. Too often that ends up looking harsh and masculine.
Now because I chose to do this piece with only traditional media that I have
lying around, I didn’t want to lacquer the eyes or lips. So, I added highlights in
white gauche. Normally I would lacquer, but since this was an exercise in
painting a kit as I would do a 2D painting, I wanted to stick to those rules.
Now, I have to go to the hardware store and buy some satin finish top coat to
protect this baby. Yep, I wasn’t kidding when I said I didn’t have any of the
traditional resin kit materials.

And, she is done.
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